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Sony’s new Xperia L4
joins its entry series,
bringing 21:9 viewing
and capturing

experiences in a sleek
design
•
•
•

Sleek 21:9 Wide 6.2” display for more browsability and multi-tasking
productivity
Triple camera with bokeh effect for creative expression
Large 3580mAh battery with fast charging support

th

20 February 2020, Sony today announced Xperia L4 – adding a new entry
model to its portfolio of entertainment-focused smartphones.
21:9 Wide display for sleek design and increased productivity
New for Sony’s L series, Xperia L4 benefits from a sleek 6.2” 21:9 Wide
display that delivers a slender style and fits perfectly in your hand. The 21:9
ratio allows you to see more at once and scroll less, plus together with
Sony’s multi-window UI you can launch and enjoy using two apps
simultaneously in easy-viewing sizes for both windows. Furthering the ease
of use is the Side sense function which provides easy access to your
favourite apps.
Widen your photography skills
Xperia L4 is the first product in Sony’s L series to feature a triple camera,
offering 13MP main lens, 5MP ultra-wide lens and 2MP depth camera, so
you can channel your inner creativity and capture high quality, artistic
photos and benefits from a beautiful bokeh effect.
Always get the full picture by switching between the two angles, wide and
ultra-wide, offering you the option to capture beautiful landscapes, as well
as effortless portraits and everything-in-between.
Camera creativity is also enhanced by the 21:9 display, allowing you to
capture videos and images in the dramatic 21:9 aspect ratio.
A battery built for life
The high-capacity 3,580mAh battery with fast charging will easily see you
through a busy day, so you can do more of what you love.
Sony’s Xperia Adaptive Charging monitors your phone as it charges,
ensuring that the battery isn’t overworked and stays healthy for longer.
Availability

Xperia L4 is available in a choice of two colours, Black and Blue and will be
available in select markets from Spring 2020 onwards.
- ENDS For more information please contact Hope&Glory PR on
xperia@hopeandglorypr.com and 0203 588 9700. For more information,
images and videos please visit: https://presscentre.sony.eu/
*Timing and availability may vary by market and/or carrier

About Sony Corporation
Sony Corporation is a creative entertainment company with a solid
foundation of technology. From game and network services to music,
pictures, electronics, semiconductors and financial services - Sony's purpose
is to fill the world with emotion through the power of creativity and
technology. For more information, visit: http://www.sony.net/
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